
FUEGO:
Need, Background, Capabilities



• A fire of ~10 square meters is found from 
space.

FUEGO Original Vision:

• Early detection coupled with early 
suppression increases probability fire 
can be handled by initial attack efforts.

Ø Still a goal but we have expanded.



FUEGO Immediate Vision:

We can mobilize existing sensor, 
platforms, software, and 

communications system to start to 
reduce the damage now!



Fuego Vision Expanded
v Shovel-ready

• Mountain Top Cameras for Smoke Detection
• Maximize Use of Existing Satellite Systems
• Mobilize COTS thermal cameras at several wavelengths to provide 

first systematic mapping system capable of day/night real-time 
production of analyzed common operating picture (COP).

• Mobilize modern, redundant communications pathways to 
communicate COP up and down command structure.

v Longer Horizon
• Cube-Sats or other less expensive yet effective Space Systems
• High Altitude Autonomous Systems: Balloons, UAVs, or Hybrid
• Improve fire prediction/simulation models via high spatial/temporal 

resolution data; leading to a robust data-assimilation driven 
prediction system. 

• Help Agencies utilize modern intelligence tools and techniques



Why Should DOE Care: 

Climate Change!

Greenhouse Gas Contribution:

In 2015, California Fires are speeding up climate change 

and, as 5% to 7% of California's C0
2

comes from wildland

fires (from a UC Berkeley study –

http://news.berkeley.edu/2015/04/15/california-

carbon/).

Wildland fires will be an increasing proportion of CO
2
, as 

we get more fires and we reduce our usage of fossil fuels.

http://news.berkeley.edu/2015/04/15/california-carbon/
http://news.berkeley.edu/2015/04/15/california-carbon/


California Urgently Needs to Try to Reduce the Growing 
Damage and Loss of Lives from Wildland Fires
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The 1970 Fish Ranch fire would have been a repeat but for an aggressive attack.



Background of FUEGO
Fire Urgency Estimator on 
Geosynchronous Orbit 



Widely Applied Particle Astrophysics 
– the Berkeley Supernova Searches



Led to Nobel Prize (Saul) , Breakthrough 
Prize, Gruber Prize for whole team



FUEGO Timeline

• Oakland Fire – Bob Tripp and I calculate signal at a 
geosynchronous satellite from a fire. Nature 
Magazine rejects it.

• 2013: More fires – Lampton, College of Natural 
Resources join – FUEGO paper:



FUEGO Timeline (cont)
• Patent Application (2014)



• 2014-2018 

• FUEGO convenes three international workshops 

• We begin integration into Fire community 

(TFRSAC, etc.)

• Four proposals to federal agencies (NASA x 2, 

NSF, Dept. of Commerce, etc.)

• Testimony before CA State Assembly (Nat. 

Resource Committee, sub 2). State Legislators are 

very encouraging.



An Introduction to Shovel-Ready 
Aspects of FUEGO:



There is no question fires are getting 
worse, as simulations have indicated 

for years…



Important Points from Team FUEGO:
1) Grave problems with understanding where the perimeter of the 
fire  was and how it was moving cost lives in the Santa Rosa/Sonoma 
complex fires. These tragedies could be averted easily by next fire 
season, with existing airborne/aircraft FUEGO imaging solutions. 
NIROPS (existing USFS aircraft is challenged…)

From Napa County Fire Chief Biermann



Important Points from Team FUEGO 2:

2) Use of GOES 16 one-minute data, 

along with projected use of

military intelligence satellites could 

begin to provide very early alerts for 

the detection of small fires.

3) FUEGO collaboration simulation 

programs are ready to  run, and 

when linked with the rapid updates 

of fire parameters, can provide a 

prediction system with  growing 

utility and acceptance by Fire 

Incident Commanders.



Important Points from Team FUEGO 3;

4) Cooperative cross-cueing and 

data fusion can be implemented 

this year.

5) The UCB smoke detection 

system, running on HP WREN and 

Univ. of Nevada Reno cameras is 

functioning now and will have 

greater capabilities to detect  

small fires.

6) Persistent and reliable 

intelligence on fire progress can 

be updated and disseminated 

with existing systems.



Conclusion:
There are very significant actions we 

can take at all altitudes, and some 
we can do almost immediately.

And, over the next decade, we hold 
the potential to stop many fires 
before they escape initial attack.


